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Using the stochastic integration/cointegration framework of Harris, McCabe and Leybourne (2002) we
revisit the problem of assessing the empirical evidence for or against the present value class of models
in the bond and stock markets. This framework allows for volatility in excess of that catered for by the
conventional integration/cointegration paradigm by introducing nonlinear heteroscedasticity. We propose
a test for stochastic cointegration against the alternative of no cointegration and a secondary test for
stationary cointegration against the heteroscedastic alternative. Asymptotic distributions of these tests
under their respective null hypotheses are derived and consistency under their respective alternatives is
established. In contrast to conventional cointegration tests, which we show via simulation are unreliable in
the presence of the kind of volatility typical of ﬁnancial data, our tests are able to uncover new cointegration
evidence in favour of the present value model, particularly in the bond market.
11I n t r o d u c t i o n
The cointegration framework of Engle and Granger (1987) (EG) is characterized by two widely held stylized
empirical facts. The ﬁrst is that, of the set of economic time series that exhibit trending behaviour, many
are adequately modelled by processes that are integrated, usually of order 1, I(1). The second is that,
despite this trending behaviour, such series often tend to co-move over time according to a stationary, or
I(0), process i.e. they are cointegrated. Many empirical tests of important theoretical economic hypotheses
are carried out within the EG cointegration framework. Two noteworthy examples are the relationship
between long run and short run interest rates and the relationship between dividends and stock prices, which
belong to the class of hypotheses known as present value models (PVM); see Campbell and Shiller (1987,
1988). However, the EG approach has, perhaps surprisingly, uncovered only very limited empirical evidence
in support of the PVM; see Campbell and Shiller (1987), Diba and Grossman (1988), Froot and Obstfeld
(1991), Lamont (1998), Balke and Wohar (2001, 2002). An explanation often put forward for this is that
bond and stock market series tend to be too volatile to be compatible with the I(1)/I(0) framework. That
is, the individual series often appear visually to be more volatile, or less smooth, than would be consistent
with I(1) behaviour, particularly when using higher frequency data. When co-movements between series
are analyzed, most simply by examining the spreads (the diﬀerences between long and short run interest
rates, or between dividends and prices), these also tend to display periods of volatility in excess of that
which could be associated with stationary behaviour. In the words of Campbell and Shiller (1987), the
spreads tend to “move too much”.
An example of this type of volatility and co-movement is given in Figure 1. The series are UK long
run and short run interest rates, speciﬁcally the monthly yield on 10 year Government bonds and the
overnight interbank rate from 1978:1 to 2002:12. Both series display clear periods of volatility higher than
is consistent with them being I(1) (this is conﬁrmed by statistical testing later) and, whilst the two series
do appear to follow a broadly similar underlying path, there are also distinct episodes when they deviate
from each other rather more radically than would tend to be the case if the spread was simply stationary.
Particularly volatile episodes include the exports/exchange rate led recession of 1979-1982, together with
the period 1989-1993 associated with the exit of Sterling from the European Exchange Rate Mechanism
and the collapse of conﬁdence after the preceding boom. In the EG framework, according to the PVM
hypothesis, the series in Figure 1 should cointegrate, and with a coeﬃcient of unity. Yet the empirical
analysis carried out in Section 6 suggests that there is no cointegrating relationship between these series
(let alone one with a unit coeﬃcient). We also ﬁnd the same is true for all similar pairs of interest rate
series from several other major economies that we examine. The story relating dividends and prices in the
US stock market is similar.
Prompted by the apparent inability of conventional methods to handle excess volatility in impor-
tant economic variables, this paper takes another look at the evidence for the PVM by assessing if the
series involved cointegrate, but in a setting that speciﬁcally allows for volatile behaviour in the integra-
tion/cointegration paradigm. The key to this is to replace the restrictive stationarity requirement of ﬁrst
diﬀerences of individual series and cointegrating error terms of the EG setup with a looser condition that
these are simply free of I(1) stochastic trend terms. In the next section, we deﬁne what is meant for a series
to be stochastically trendless and show that the stochastic integration/cointegration framework of Harris,
McCabe and Leybourne (2002) (HMLa) satisﬁes this requirement (whilst encompassing the EG setup as
a special case). This approach permits a much richer range of behaviour than is possible under EG.O f
particular importance in the present context is that it induces a nonlinear form of heteroscedasticity that
gives rise to volatile behaviour in the ﬁrst diﬀerences of individual series and in cointegrating error terms
that closely mimic those seen in the real data.
Given that the HMLa framework seems to be an appropriate means of analysis for volatile data, in
Section 3 we turn to the issue of hypothesis testing in a regression model representation. The central
hypothesis of interest is whether series are stochastically cointegrated (either stationary or heteroscedastic),
or not cointegrated. This parallels the EG approach and we suggest a statistic to test the null of stochastic
cointegration based on regression residuals. Within stochastic cointegration, we also consider the hypothesis
that the cointegration is stationary against the alternative that it is heteroscedastic and we suggest a second
residual-based statistic to test this. Moreover, when applied to ﬁrst diﬀerences of an individual series, this
same statistic can also be used to test the null of I(1) against heteroscedastic integration. Both statistics
have the advantage of being very simple to construct.
In Section 4 the asymptotic null distributions of these two test statistics are derived under weak regu-
2larity conditions. Conveniently, both are shown to have straightforward normal limiting distributions that,
unlike most cointegration tests, do not depend on the number of regressors involved. Their consistency
properties under associated alternative hypotheses are also established. Monte Carlo studies, which exam-
ine the ﬁnite sample size and power characteristics of the new tests, along with those of their conventional
counterparts, in the stochastic cointegration environment are provided in Section 5. These highlight very
clearly the beneﬁts to be gained by adopting the new test procedures, together with the shortcomings of
conventional ones. Finally, in Section 6 we give a detailed stochastic cointegration analysis of the evidence
for and against the cointegration implications of the PVM in the bond and stock market.1 For several
major economies, our new testing framework uncovers evidence in favour of the PVM in the bond market.
For the US stock market, evidence supporting the PVM is also found, contingent on the time period under
study. In contrast, in neither case do we ﬁnd that a parallel conventional cointegration analysis provides
any evidence in support of the PVM whatsoever. Interestingly, for all the series we consider here, we
conclude they are better modelled by heteroscedastically integrated rather than I(1) processes.
2 Stochastic Integration and Cointegration
We ﬁrst outline the model introduced in HMLa, augmented with a linear trend
zt = µ + δt + Πtwt + εt, (1)
wt = wt−1 + ηt,
Πt = Π + Vt
for t =1 ,...,T.H e r ezt,ηt,wt,εt,δ and µ are m × 1 vectors while Πt, Π and Vt are m × m matrices.
Only the process zt is observed. The disturbances εt, ηt and Vt are mean zero stationary processes, which
may be correlated with one another, wt is a vector integrated process with w0 = η0 and µ is a vector of
constants. The key feature of the model is that Πt is random and this introduces shocks nonlinearly into
the generating process for zt.R e w r i t i n gzt as
zt = µ + δt + Πwt +( εt + Vtwt)( 2 )
we see that zt consists of an integrated process plus a new shock term. The shock term has a linear
component εt and a nonlinear component Vtwt that is heteroscedastic through its dependence on the I(1)
process wt.N o t i c et h a tzt is not diﬀerence stationary as
∆zt = δ + Πηt + ∆εt + wt−1∆Vt (3)
involves the level wt−1.L e t ei be an m × 1v e c t o rw i t h1i ni t si’th position and 0 elsewhere, so that
e0





i(εt + Vtwt)( 4 )
and if e0
iΠ 6= 0 then zit is said to stochastically integrated. If, in addition, e0
iE(VtV0
t)ei > 0, zit is said
to be heteroscedastically integrated (HI) due to the term e0
iVtwt; whilst if e0
iVt =0t h e nzit is simply
I(1). So, a stochastically integrated variable encompasses both ordinary and heteroscedastic integration.
The essential diﬀerence between HI and I(1) is that the variance of a change is allowed to vary in the
former case whilst it is constant in the latter. Examples of such series are given in Figures 2 and 3 which
show, respectively, the ﬁrst diﬀerence of UK long run and short run interest rates of Figure 1. These series
appear highly heteroscedastic rather than stationary - our test statistics later conﬁrm this in Section 6.
To model linear relationships between the variables in zt,l e tc be a non-zero m×1 vector and consider
c0zt = c0µ + c0δt + c0Πwt + c0(εt + Vtwt). (5)
If c0Π = 0 then the variables of zt are said to be stochastically cointegrated; otherwise they are not
cointegrated.2 Under stochastic cointegration c0zt = c0(µ + δt + εt + Vtwt) behaves like a stochastically
1For brevity we often refer to evidence for or against the cointegration implications of the PVM simply as evidence for or
against the PVM.
2This deﬁnition of stochastic cointegration follows HMLa, and generalises that of Ogaki and Park (1998) for the EG
framework in which Vt =0a . s . . A ne x t e n d e dd e ﬁnition of Ogaki and Park’s concept of deterministic cointegration in our
model is c0δ = 0 in addition to c0Π =0 .
3integrated process net of its integrated component, and we will subsequently show that such a process
is stochastically trendless, a term formalized below. If c0E(VtV0
t)c =0 ,t h e nc0zt = c0(µ + δt + εt)i s
trend-stationary. If, in addition, Vt = 0, the variables are all integrated and cointegrated in the EG sense.
Because of the stationary behaviour of c0zt in either case, we simply refer to this as stationary cointegration.
If c0E(VtV0
t)c > 0, the variables zt are said to be heteroscedastically cointegrated. Thus, stochastic
cointegration encompasses both stationary cointegration (possibly of the EG kind) and heteroscedastic
cointegration. Under the PVM of the term structure, the long and short interest rates series in Figure 1
should stochastically cointegrate with a coeﬃcient of unity. The interest spread is shown in Figure 4 and this
shows little visual evidence of a stochastic trend, whereas heteroscedasticity remains a distinct possibility.
We will see in Section 6 that our new tests indicate that these two series are in fact heteroscedastically
cointegrated. In contrast, a conventional analysis ﬁnds them not to be cointegrated, despite the visual
evidence to the contrary.
It remains to clarify the statistical properties of the error term c0(εt + Vtwt)t h a td e ﬁnes stochastic
cointegration. To do this we need to be more precise about the statistical properties of the disturbances
i nt h em o d e la n ds ow em a k ee x t e n s i v eu s eo ft h ef o l l o wing linear process assumption in the remainder of
the paper.
Assumption LP.






2 < ∞ with C0 having full rank.3















<B ∗ i.e. the sixteenth moments of ξit are uniformly bounded.
We set ζt =[ v e c ( Vt)0,η0
t,ε0
t]
0 so that all the individual disturbances in the model are possibly correlated
linear processes.
2.1 Stochastically Trendless Processes
We make the following deﬁnition




where =t is the sigma ﬁeld of information of all the elements in the vector up to time t.
This deﬁnition states that the (MSE) optimal s step ahead forecasts of a stochastically trendless process
converge to the unconditional mean of the process as the forecast horizon s increases. That is, behaviour
of the process up to time t has negligible eﬀect on its behaviour into the inﬁnite future.4 The eﬀect of
shocks on the level of the process is transitory rather than permanent, although no statement about the
higher order moments of the process is made. The presence of a stochastic trend induces long memory
in ut in the sense that information at time t, =t, is useful improving the forecasts of the process at all
horizons. Well-known examples of stochastically trendless processes are weakly stationary series such as
those in Assumption LP (this includes the stationary AR(1) case as used in the discussion below). The
central example of a process with a stochastic trend is an I (1) process such as wt.
The following result, proved in Section 9, shows that (εt + Vtwt) is stochastically trendless, despite
t h ep r e s e n c eo ft h eI (1) component wt.




4Trendlessness is similar to the concept of a mixingale and the associated notion of asymptotic unpredictability. Analogous
deﬁnitions have also been used in the literature on economic convergence; see Bernard and Durlauf (1996).
4That is, the multiplicative combination of a zero-mean stochastically trendless process Vt and a stochastic
trend wt is stochastically trendless. This holds even if Vt is correlated with ηt, the disturbances of wt.
Therefore, even though the disturbances ηt have an inﬁnitely persistent eﬀect on wt+s,t h e i re ﬀect on the
level of Vt+swt+s is transitory. This implies that under stochastic cointegration c0zt = c0(εt + Vtwt)
is stochastically trendless. It is this property that bestows meaning to the concept of co-movement of a
heteroscedastic kind. It also follows directly that ∆zt in (3) is stochastically trendless.
The proof of the proposition is somewhat tedious under the generality of Assumption LP, but a simple
example illustrates the result. Suppose vt and wt are univariate processes generated by
vt = φvt−1 + ξv,t,
wt = wt−1 + ηt


















This captures the essential features of our data generating process: vt is autocorrelated but stationary, wt












From these representations it is simple to deduce that vt is stochastically trendless. Denoting the conditional
expectation by Et, it follows, since t is ﬁxed, that Et (vt+s)=φ
svt
p
→ 0, as s →∞and wt has a stochastic
trend since Et (wt+s)=wt does not disappear as s →∞ . Of interest here is the multiplicative process














so, for ﬁxed t,
Et (vt+swt+s) − E (vt+swt+s)=φ
s (vtwt − E (vtwt))
p
→ 0a ss →∞ .
This shows that the stochastically trendless property of vt dominates the multiplicative process vtwt.N o t e
that this is in contrast to the additive process (vt + wt), which is dominated by the stochastic trend wt.
3 Hypothesis Tests and Test Statistics
Our primary goal is to determine if the system is stochastically cointegrated. This null, and alternative of
non-cointegration, may be stated as H0 : c0Π = 0 and H1 : c0Π 6= 0. Within stochastic cointegration, we
may wish to know whether stationary or heteroscedastic cointegration pertains. The null of stationary coin-






5It proves convenient to interpret these hypothesis within a regression model. Partition zt into a scalar
yt and an (m − 1) × 1v e c t o rxt as zt =[ yt,xt


































where yt, µy, δy and εyt are scalars, xt, µx, δx and εxt are (m − 1) × 1v e c t o r s ,π0
y and ν0
yt are 1 × m
vectors while Πx and Vxt are (m− 1) × m matrices. Letting c =[ 1 ,−β
0]0, α = µy − β
0µx, κ = δy −β
0δx,
et = εyt − β
0εxt = c0εt, q0 = π0
y − β
0Πx = c0Π and ν0
t = ν0
yt − β
0Vxt= c0Vt,t h e nw eh a v e
yt = α + κt + x0
tβ + ut, (7)
ut = et + q0wt + ν0
twt.
Thus, the regression error term ut is composed of the stationary term et, the integrated term q0wt and
the heteroscedastic component ν0
twt.N o t et h a tut need not have zero mean so that α is not an intercept
in the usual sense. In the regression framework we assume that is only one cointegrating vector so that
rank(Πx)=m − 1. The rank condition ensures that further sub-relationships among the xt variables in
(7) are excluded.5 The null hypothesis of stochastic cointegration against alternative of non-cointegration
can now be expressed via (7) as H0 : q = 0 and H1 : q 6= 0.W i t h i nH0, the null hypothesis of stationary
cointegration against the heteroscedastic alternative is H0
0 : E (ν0
tνt)=0a n dH0
1 : E (ν0
tνt) > 0.
Ad i ﬃculty in deriving test statistics for these hypotheses arises because constructing a likelihood for the
vector {yt;t =1 ,...,T} in (7) is very complex. The processes involved are unobserved and it is diﬃcult to
know just what sorts of dynamics and distributions would be justiﬁable. Tractability is also an issue because
of the multiplicative and additive way in which the constituent random variables appear. Even under the
assumption of Gaussianity there is no known form available. Here, we adopt a semi-parametric approach
that does not rely on a parametric model for dynamic behaviour or any distributional assumptions. At the
outset there is a simpliﬁcation we can make in that we can deal with the variables ut, instead of yt. This is
because β (a nuisance parameter in this context) may be eliminated by use of regression residuals. Deﬁning
Xt =( 1 ,t,x0
t)




, we estimate the model by means of the estimator ˆ bk =
³














where k = k(T). This estimator, described in HMLa, is called an asymptotic IV estimator (AIV). Under
H0, ˆ βk is consistent as k and T →∞in contrast with OLS which is not consistent under heteroscedastic
cointegration unless xt consists entirely of I(1) processes. Operationally, then, this means that we will
construct test statistics based on the AIV residuals
b ut = yt − ˆ αk − ˆ κkt − x0
tˆ βk.( 9 )
3.1 Testing H0 Against H1
To test stochastic cointegration against non-cointegration we need to test whether q = 0 in
ut = et +( q0 + ν0
t)wt.
The null hypothesis is composite here, encompassing both stationary and heteroscedastic cointegration.
A consequence of this is the preponderance of nuisance parameters in the distribution of the partial sum
process of {ut}. Nuisance parameters aﬀect the choice of test statistic as it must have a distribution that
is asymptotically free of them. Thus, a statistic is sought which eliminates nuisance parameters and is not
5A special case of this model is studied by Hansen (1992a). When q = 0 and Vxt= 0, (7) corresponds to a regression
model when the regressors variables are all I(1) and the error term is heteroscedastic, so that the regressand and regressors
and are treated asymmetrically. Hansen presents a cogent combination of empirical and theoretical evidence which suggests
that such models may prove useful in practical situations where conventional cointegrating regressions are too restrictive.





In the situation where all the disturbance terms are i.i.d. Snc would test for zero autocorrelation in ut
against the correlation induced by the I(1) term q0wt. When the disturbance terms are more general, Snc
needs to be modiﬁed to eliminate the nuisance parameters that result from the autocorrelation and from
the presence of ν0




where the lag k is allowed to increase with T. Under the cointegrating null, H0,t h es t a t i s t i cSnc (when
standardised with a HAC variance estimator) is asymptotically N(0,1) and is consistent under the alter-
native of no cointegration, H1. This is the content of Theorem 1 below. Because of the linear process
representation, letting k become large eliminates any correlation between ut and ut−k under H0,w h i l et h e
HAC variance estimator takes care of the term ν0
twt. Under the alternative, because of the I(1) term q0wt,
allowing k to grow does not eliminate correlation between ut and ut−k. This distinction is the source of




In decomposing the composite hypothesis H0 into the null of stationary cointegration against the het-
eroscedastic alternative, we have
ut = et + ν0
twt
where under the null V (νt)=0. To get some idea of what sort of test to use, we temporarily suppose
that the unobserved variables are jointly Gaussian. Because of the simple nature of the null hypothesis,
ut = et, and the fact that we are going to construct a test local in V (νt), w ea r ea b l et oa p p r o x i m a t et h e
distribution of the observables with a relatively straightforward parametric form. McCabe and Leybourne
(2000) give a general method of approximating the likelihood and of constructing locally most powerful





Once in possession of the structure of the test, we may now abandon the fairly arbitrary assumptions
used to derive it. The statistic is standardised and its asymptotic null distribution when calculated from
regression residuals is shown, in Theorem 2 below, to be N(0,1) under our weak regularity conditions.
I ti sa l s ot h ec a s et h a tt h es t r u c t u r eo fShc can be used to test the null of I(1) against the alternative
of HI for any given individual series, by simply constructing it using ∆yt − δy (or any one ∆xit − δxi,
i =1 ,...m − 1) in place of ut.T h a ti s ,w ec a l c u l a t eShi =
PT
t=1 t(∆yt − δy)
2.
4 Asymptotic Distribution of the Test Statistics
As noted above, to implement the two tests we replace ut with b ut deﬁned in (9). The statistics also
use HAC variance estimators (see Andrews (1991)) and the following notation is adopted. Deﬁne the lag





6Whilst it is tempting to consider using cointegrating versions of stationarity tests, e.g. Shin (1994), such procedures suﬀer
from the fact that it is diﬃcult to remove the eﬀects of nuisance parameters under heteroscedastic cointegration and so the
tests are unusable.
7and deﬁne a HAC estimator of the long run variance by
ˆ ω








ˆ γj (at) (10)
where λ(.) is a window with lag truncation parameter l. We assume that the following assumption holds.
Assumption KN (Kernel and Lag Length)
1. λ(0) = 1.
2. 0 ≤ λ(x) ≤ 1f o r0≤ x<1, λ(x)=0 f o rx ≥ 1.
3. λ(x) is continuous and of bounded variation on [0,1].
4. l →∞as T →∞such that l = o(k)a n dl<k .
4.1 Asymptotic Distribution of Snc
This section derives the asymptotic distribution of the statistic that tests for no cointegration. The dis-
tribution of b Snc (Snc calculated using the residuals b ut and studentised) is required under the composite
null of either stationary or heteroscedastic cointegration. Notwithstanding the fact that quantities like b ut
a r eo fd i ﬀe r e n to r d e r so fm a g n i t u d ei nt h e s et w os i t u a t i o n s ,i ti ss t i l lt h ec a s et h a tb Snc is asymptotically
normal under the composite null.




t=k+1 b utb ut−k
b ω(b utb ut−k)
d → N(0,1),
(ii) under H1, the distribution of
¯ ¯ ¯b Snc
¯ ¯ ¯ diverges as T →∞ .
Here b ut is deﬁned in (9) using (8) with k = O(T1/2); b ω(.) and l are deﬁned in (10).
The ﬁrst part of this proposition states that a properly standardised statistic, b Snc, is asymptotically
normal under stationary cointegration (which includes EG) and also under heteroscedastic cointegration;
the second part shows that the test is consistent under H1. The same results arise if linear trends are
excluded from (7) and the ﬁtted model.
4.2 Asymptotic Distribution of Shc
In contrast to b Snc, whose limit distribution is invariant to the type of cointegration present, the statistic
b Shc is designed to distinguish between stationary and heteroscedastic cointegration in those cases where it
is known that stochastic cointegration is present. It therefore exploits the diﬀerence between the orders of
magnitude of b ut that exists in the two types of cointegration. The null hypothesis of this model, H0
0, is
stationary cointegration.
Theorem 2 Assume the model (7), Assumptions LP and KN hold, then
(i) under H0
0,


















1, the distribution of
¯ ¯ ¯b Shc
¯ ¯ ¯ diverges as T →∞ .
Here ˆ σ
2
u = T−1 PT
t=1 b u2
t; b ω(.) and l are deﬁned in (10).
As a corollary to this result, if b Shc is calculated using ∆yt − ∆y in place of b ut then, denoting this
statistic b Shi, b Shi
d → N(0,1) if yt is I(1) and
¯ ¯ ¯b Shi
¯ ¯ ¯ diverges if yt is HI. The same results arise if linear
trends are excluded from (7) and the ﬁtted model.
84.3 Computational Details
To carry out a stochastic cointegration analysis in practice, we need to choose values for the various
constants associated with the AIV estimator and the new tests. In what follows, for the AIV estimator
we set k =[ T1/2]( [ .] denoting the integer part of). This same value of k is also used to construct the
test b Snc.A l lt h r e et e s t sb Snc, b Shc and b Shi r e q u i r et h eu s eo fak e r n e la n dalag truncation parameter for
their variance estimator. For each we choose the simple Bartlett kernel for λ(.) and set the lag truncation
parameter l = [12(T/100)1/4]; this choice for l being fairly standard in the literature.
When we perform an EG analysis we use an eﬃcient OLS estimator in which [T1/4]l e a da n dl a g
terms in ∆xt are added into the regression equation of yt on xt (see Saikkonen (1991) for details). We
test for integration and cointegration by adopting the null of stationarity. Here we apply the KPSS test
(Kwiatkowski et al. (1992), denoted Ks)f o rt h en u l lo fI(0) against the alternative of I(1) to the individual
series and the residual test of Shin (1994) (denoted Kc) for the null of cointegration between I(1) series
against the alternative of no cointegration. The tests Ks and Kc also require the use of a kernel and a lag
truncation parameter and for both we again use the Bartlett kernel with l = 12(T/100)1/4.
5 Simulation Results
In this section we investigate, via Monte Carlo simulation, the ﬁnite sample behaviour of the tests b Snc
and b Shc, comparing these with the tests for the conventional paradigm. We considered the model (6) with





















In regression format (11) can be written
yt = βxt + ut,
ut = et + qw2t + vtw1t
where
β =1 ,e t = εyt − εxt,
q = −d1,v t = νyt − νxt.
The stochastic processes of (11) were generated according to
εyt =0 .5εyt−1 + ²1t, εxt = −0.5εxt−1 + ²2t,
νyt = −0.8νyt−1 + d2
√
0.10²3t, νxt =0 .8νxt−1 + d3
√
0.05²4t,
∆w1t = ²5t, ∆w2t = ²6t
with (²1t,² 2t,² 3t,² 4t,² 5t,² 6t)
0 a multivariate standard normal white noise process. To induce some con-
temporaneous correlation into the system under heteroscedastic cointegration we imposed cor(²2t,² 4t)=
cor(²5t,² 4t)=0 .5.
Here the di, i =1 ,2,3 are scalar constants. Within this setup, if d1 = d2 = d3 =0 ,t h e nH0
0 is true
and stationary cointegration between two I(1) series pertains, whilst if d1 6=0 ,H1 is true and yt and xt
are not cointegrated in any sense (whatever the status of d2 and d3). If d1 =0w i t hd2 6= 0 and/or d3 6=0 ,
there is heteroscedastic cointegration. This may exist either between two HI series (d2 6=0a n dd3 6=0 )
or between an I(1) and HI series (e.g. d2 =0a n dd3 6=0 ) .
Our simulations considered sample sizes of T = 200, 400,600 and the number of replications for all ex-
periments was 10,000. The entries in Tables 1 represent empirical rejection frequencies of the various tests,
based on regressions allowing constants but not trends, at the nominal asymptotic 0.05-level distribution
(two tailed tests in the case of b Snc, b Shc and b Shi ). We denote the eﬃcient OLS estimator by ˆ β0 and the
entries in the table for this and ˆ βk are the empirical means. In Table 1 (a), we have d1 = d2 = d3 =0 ,
so that H0
0 is true - in this situation there is stationary cointegration between two I(1) series. The KPSS
test, Ks, clearly indicates rejection of I(0) in favour of I(1) for both series and the b Shi has near nominal
9size, indicating I(1) rather than HI for both series. The OLS and AIV estimators both have means very
close to the actual value of β (= 1). The KPSS cointegration test, Kc, together with b Snc and b Shc,a l lh a v e
sizes close to nominal. Thus, a conventional cointegration analysis and a stochastic one are in agreement
here in that stationary cointegration between yt and xt holds. In Table 1 (b), we have d1 =1 ,d2 = d3 =0 ,
so that H1 is true - here that cointegration between two I(1) series fails to hold. The behaviour of Ks
and b Shi is the very similar to that in Table 1 (a) since the properties of the individual series yt and xt
have not changed. Now, however, neither ˆ β0 nor ˆ βk are consistent estimators of β.T h et e s tb Snc strongly
rejects the null of cointegration and consistency of this test is clearly evident. Interestingly, outside of the
smallest sample size considered, the empirical power of b Snc exceeds that of Kc.T h et e s tb Shc also rejects its
null, increasingly so with increasing sample size, but has rather less “power” than b Snc (in practical terms,
therefore, under the current DGP we would not necessarily expect observed rejections by b Snc to coincide
with rejections by b Shc). Thus, the results of Tables 1 (a) and (b) lead us to conclude that our new test
b Snc has considerable ability to detect the presence, or absence, of cointegration within the conventional
framework, performing at least comparably to a test designed for this scenario.
We now proceed, in Table 1 (c), to examine the behaviour of the procedures under the weaker paradigm
of heteroscedastic cointegration. We set d1 =0 ,d2 = d3 = 1 representing H0
1, in this case heteroscedastic
cointegration between two HI series. The KPSS test, Ks, continues to reject that the series are I(0);
as we would expect since they both still contain an I(1) inﬂuence. In this respect, then, Ks yields the
appropriate inference. However, the OLS estimator of β is now inconsistent and the KPSS cointegration
test, Kc, strongly rejects conventional cointegration in favour of non-cointegration. That is, on the basis of
this test we would be led to spuriously conclude that the series “diﬀer” by an I(1) component. This clearly
emphasizes the point that conventional procedures for testing for cointegration are not just inappropriate
but also highly misleading if applied in this weakened context. At a practical level, since the b Shi test now
indicates the presence of HI rather than I(1) for both series, this could be taken as a prior warning not to
proceed with the conventional procedures. In sharp contrast to the OLS estimator, it is clear that the AIV
estimator remains consistent under heteroscedastic cointegration. The test b Snc has reasonably close to
nominal size in this case (it is a little under sized in the smaller samples), whilst b Shc consistently indicates
the presence of heteroscedastic cointegration. Both these outcomes are in line with our theoretical results.
Finally, in Tables 1 (d) and (e) we look at the special cases of “unbalanced” heteroscedastic cointe-
gration. In Table 1 (d), yt is I(1) and xt is HI. In Table 1 (e) this situation is reversed. The pattern
in Table 1 (d) is very similar to that in Table 1 (c) for both the conventional and new tests. That is,
conventional procedures indicate no cointegration whilst the new tests are well able to detect the kind of
cointegration present. In Table 1 (e), whilst the results are comparable to Table 1 (d) as regards the new
tests, the behaviour of the KPSS cointegration test is markedly diﬀerent and now indicates the presence
of cointegration. The diﬀerence is, of course, that OLS estimation can be shown to be consistent under
heteroscedastic cointegration only when xt is I(1). In the unbalanced case the ordering of the variables
therefore becomes of crucial importance for OLS-based conventional procedures. On the other hand, the
results from our new tests are virtually unaﬀected by this ordering.
In summary then, the above analysis would seem to fully validate our new test procedures. If the
conventional cointegration paradigm holds they compare favourably to standard tests. Under our more
general notion of stochastic cointegration they have considerable ability to detect the kind of cointegration
present, when, in the same situations, the standard tests can produce badly misleading inference. It is
also very important to remember that when applying our new tests in practice, we never actually need
to distinguish between I(1) and HI series. That is, we would never need to calculate the test b Shi for
individual series. The only rationale for calculating b Shi is that it provide early warning of situations where
standard cointegration tests are likely to be unreliable.
6 Testing for Rational Expectations PVMs
6.1 The Bond Market
A necessary empirical condition for the PVM in the bond market (the expectations theory of the term
structure) is that long run and short run interest rates cointegrate with a coeﬃcient of unity. A conventional
EG analysis, assuming the variables to be I(1), proceeds by regressing the long run rate (Lt)o nac o n s t a n t
10and a short run rate (St)u s i n g( e ﬃcient) OLS to estimate a model of the form
Lt = α + βSt + ut. (12)
The residuals from the ﬁtted model are then used to test whether ut is I(0). We will not impose the
restriction that β = 1, since this forms part of the PVM being tested. In our generalized context, the
yields are allowed to be stochastically integrated and the cointegration stochastic, encompassing the EG
formulation. We carry out an EG cointegration exercise along side a stochastic one to assess the empirical
evidence for or against the PVM. To expedite comparison with our simulation results, we calculate exactly
the same array of statistics as in Section 5, where the regressions include constants but not trends.
Monthly data from the United States, Canada, United Kingdom and Japan are used. These are taken
from the OECD/MEI database. A single long run interest rate and a variety of short run rates are used
for each country - see Section 8 for details of the data. The results are given in Table 2, where bold print
indicates a rejection of the corresponding null hypothesis at the 0.05 signiﬁcance level.
With regard to a conventional cointegration analysis we ﬁr s tn o t et h a tt h eK P S St e s t ,Ks, indicates
rejection of I(0) in favour of I(1), at the 0.05 level for every one of the 17 individual interest rate series
considered. However, according to the KPSS cointegration test, Kc, conventional cointegration is rejected in
favour of non-cointegration for every one of the 13 pairs of long and short run rates. Thus, a conventional
analysis fails to ﬁnd any support for the PVM in the bond market. Conversely, when we examine the
outcomes from the new analysis, we ﬁnd that, according to the b Snc test, stochastic cointegration is not
rejected for 8 of the 13 pairwise regressions. In both Canada and the United Kingdom, the non-rejection is
unambiguous (evidence in favour of PVM is found). In the case of the United States the evidence is mixed;
rejections are found for 2 of the 4 pairs considered. No evidence of cointegration at all is found for Japan,
though the peculiar nature of Japanese short run interest rates in recent times (being eﬀectively zero) may
explain this ﬁnding. Of the 8 pairwise regressions that do not reject stochastic cointegration, according to
the b Shc test 5 represent stationary cointegration and 3 heteroscedastic. It is also informative to compare
the estimates of β from the two analyses; when cointegration is indicated the AIV estimates are typically
much closer to the theoretical value of unity than is OLS. Hence, in contrast to the conventional approach,
the new analysis uncovers rather more evidence in favour of the bond market PVM - at least as indicated
by the presence of the cointegration implications.
A plausible explanation as to why the EG and new analyses often yield such diﬀerent conclusions arises
from examining the ˆ Shi test. This shows that all of the interest rate series appears to be HI rather than
I(1).7 Recalling our simulation results in Section 5, if two HI series are cointegrated then conventional
tests tend to indicate non-cointegration and it is therefore entirely possible that we are witnessing the
empirical counterpart of this behaviour. We conjecture that it is the failure of EG analyses to account
properly for the prevalence of HI series in the bond market that is an important factor underpinning their
diﬃculties in ﬁnding empirical support for the PVM.
6.2 The Stock Market
Let Dt denote the natural logarithm of the dividend payment and Pt the logarithm of stock prices. Ac-
cording to Campbell and Shiller (1988) the stock market PVM implies
Dt = α + βPt + ut (13)
where if Dt and Pt are I(1), then β =1a n dut is I(0). We perform conventional and stochastic cointegration
analyses of this model using United States monthly data on S&P composite dividends and stock prices for
the period 1871:1 to 2001:12. These are taken from Robert Shiller’s website (http://aida.econ.yale.edu/˜shiller).
The data are graphed in Figure 5. Since there is some possibility of deterministic trending behaviour in
the data here, we perform two sets of analyses; one using (13) and one which incorporates an additional
linear trend in (13). Moreover, since it is also evident from visual inspection of the data that the behaviour
of (and relationship between) dividends and stock prices may well have altered after World War II, we
also perform subperiod analyses based on the two periods 1871:1-1946:12 and 1947.1-2001:12. The results
7This ﬁnding adds to the growing body of evidence that many economic and ﬁnancial time series previously considered to
be I(1) are more appropriately modelled as HI (or the closely related stochastic unit root) processes. See, inter alia, Hansen
(1992a), Leybourne McCabe and Tremayne (1996), Granger and Swanson (1997), Wu and Chen (1997) and Psaradakis et al
(2001).
11a r eg i v e ni nT a b l e3 . F o rt h ef u l ls a m p l ep e r i o dt h eKs test indicates rejection of I(0) in favour of I(1)
(possibly with drift) for either series. Examining Kc and b Snc,w eﬁnd that both the conventional and
stochastic cointegration analyses emphatically reject cointegration between dividends and prices, irrespec-
tive of whether linear trends are incorporated or not. Note that it is diﬃcult, however, to have a great deal
of conﬁdence in the conventional analysis since the series are found to be HI rather than I(1) according to
the ˆ Shi test. As regards the subperiod analyses, for the ﬁrst subperiod the conventional analysis continues
to reject cointegration, with or without linear trends, whereas the stochastic approach ﬁnds stationary
cointegration when a constant alone is included, and heteroscedastic cointegration when a linear trend is
included. Again, both series appear to be HI so we conjecture once more that this is the reason why the
conventional approach to modelling cointegration is unable to yield any empirical support for the PVM.
For the second subperiod neither approach ﬁnds any evidence of cointegration. This is, however, quite
plausible since any relationship has probably been weakened in recent times by the behaviour of the price
series and the tendency of ﬁrms to retain proﬁts and pay less in dividends.
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13Table 1. Size and Power of the Tests.
(a) d1 =0 ,d 2 =0 ,d 3 =0
Ks ˆ β0 Kc ˆ Shi ˆ βk ˆ Snc ˆ Shc
T = 200
yt 0.723 0.044
xt 0.726 0.999 0.055 0.050 1.005 0.041 0.049
T = 400
yt 0.866 0.050
xt 0.867 1.000 0.056 0.051 0.999 0.047 0.053
T = 600
yt 0.923 0.048
xt 0.923 1.000 0.056 0.053 1.000 0.047 0.052
(b) d1 =1 ,d 2 =0 ,d 3 =0
Ks ˆ β0 Kc ˆ Shi ˆ βk ˆ Snc ˆ Shc
T = 200
yt 0.723 0.044
xt 0.716 0.433 0.521 0.048 0.430 0.388 0.217
T = 400
yt 0.866 0.050
xt 0.861 0.434 0.756 0.049 0.434 0.802 0.321
T = 600
yt 0.923 0.048
xt 0.919 0.434 0.862 0.050 0.428 0.941 0.366
(c) d1 =0 ,d 2 =1 ,d 3 =1
Ks ˆ β0 Kc ˆ Shi ˆ βk ˆ Snc ˆ Shc
T = 200
yt 0.718 0.377
xt 0.676 0.843 0.303 0.354 1.091 0.022 0.439
T = 400
yt 0.862 0.520
xt 0.831 0.854 0.453 0.529 1.048 0.036 0.567
T = 600
yt 0.918 0.583
xt 0.902 0.850 0.570 0.608 1.031 0.043 0.626
(d) d1 =0 ,d 2 =0 ,d 3 =1
Ks ˆ β0 Kc ˆ Shi ˆ βk ˆ Snc ˆ Shc
T = 200
yt 0.720 0.044
xt 0.676 0.843 0.317 0.354 1.080 0.025 0.352
T = 400
yt 0.864 0.048
xt 0.831 0.854 0.471 0.533 1.047 0.039 0.508
T = 600
yt 0.918 0.049
xt 0.896 0.850 0.585 0.608 1.033 0.043 0.585
14(e) d1 =0 ,d 2 =1 ,d 3 =0
Ks ˆ β0 Kc ˆ Shi ˆ βk ˆ Snc ˆ Shc
T = 200
yt 0.721 0.381
xt 0.726 0.999 0.055 0.050 0.998 0.026 0.404
T = 400
yt 0.864 0.528
xt 0.867 1.000 0.045 0.049 1.000 0.036 0.541
T = 600
yt 0.921 0.588
xt 0.923 1.000 0.042 0.053 0.999 0.045 0.602
15Table 2. Application to Bond Market Data.
Ks ˆ β0 Kc ˆ Shi ˆ βk ˆ Snc ˆ Shc
United States
Lt 1.465 2.732
S1t 1.327 0.560 0.403 2.075 0.731 1.794 2.162
S2t 1.072 0.595 0.625 2.022 0.834 2.002 1.989
S3t 1.333 0.581 0.401 2.195 0.756 1.920 2.140
S4t 1.368 0.537 0.391 2.212 0.686 2.003 2.289
Canada
Lt 1.508 3.112
S1t 1.266 0.675 0.364 2.380 0.805 1.300 0.648
S2t 1.279 0.657 0.359 2.910 0.790 1.323 1.147
S3t 1.141 0.687 0.508 2.954 0.877 1.532 1.316
United Kingdom
Lt 1.741 3.289
S1t 1.280 0.743 0.501 3.337 0.934 0.989 1.726
S2t 1.231 0.728 0.547 3.405 0.931 0.609 2.166
S3t 1.307 0.738 0.471 3.694 0.908 1.000 1.440
Japan
Lt 1.193 2.176
S1t 0.994 0.940 0.369 2.878 0.992 2.314 0.778
S2t 1.049 0.668 0.335 2.327 0.714 2.206 0.826
S3t 1.047 0.665 0.344 2.765 0.732 2.291 1.095
16Table 3. Application to Stock Market Data.




Pt 5.876 0.850 0.533 0.090 0.848 3.635 1.628
1871:1-1944:12
Dt 3.363 1.702
Pt 3.250 0.932 0.627 2.401 1.176 1.427 0.576
1945:1-2001:12
Dt 3.413 2.670




Pt 1.237 0.659 0.218 0.035 0.672 3.453 0.385
1871:1-1944:12
Dt 0.335 1.648
Pt 0.140 0.672 0.429 2.392 2.403 0.758 2.339
1945:1-2001:12
Dt 0.190 2.817
Pt 0.418 0.054 0.154 0.025 -.052 2.811 2.607
8 Bond Market Data
The data used in Table 2 is deﬁned as follows.
United States (1978:1-2002:12): Lt = Government composite bond yield (>10 years); S1t = Federal
funds rate; S2t = Prime rate; S3t = Rate on certiﬁcates of deposit; S4t = US Dollar in London, 3 month
deposit rate.
Canada (1982:6-2002:12): Lt = Benchmark bond yield (10 years); S1t =O ﬃcial discount rate; S2t =
Overnight money market rate; S3t =R a t eo n9 0d a yd e p o s i t s ;
United Kingdom (1978:1-2002:12): Lt = Yield on 10 year Government bonds; S1t = London clearing
banks rate; S2t = Overnight interbank rate; S3t = Rate on 3 month interbank loans.
Japan (1989:1-2002:12): Lt = Yield on interest bearing Government bonds (10 years); S1t =O ﬃcial
discount rate; S2t = Uncollateralized overnight rate; S3t = Rate on 90 day certiﬁcates of deposit.
179P r o o f s
9.1 Notation and Conventions
For the model speciﬁed by equations (1), (6) and (7), deﬁne the
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and let ζt satisfy Assumption LP with coeﬃcients Cj and disturbances ξt.L e t C =
P∞
j=0 Cj,a n d
Gj=
P∞




j.A l s o d e -
ﬁne St to be the partial sum of the ζt i.e. ∆St = ζt. Selector matrices Rη, Rε and Rν can be deﬁned
such that ηt = R0
ηζt, εt = R0
εζt and νt = R0
νζt.T h e f o r m s o f Rη and Rε are obvious and, since
νt = V0









In manipulating expressions involving kernels we adopt the notation λ
+(j/l)=2 λ(j/l), j>0, λ
+(0) =
1. Constants whose precise values have no signiﬁcance, are denoted by the generic term const. Often these
arise by the use of Assumption LP.4. When taking expectations through an inﬁnite summation sign, we
generally do not remark on the operation when obviously square summable linear processes are involved
and we use elementary properties of norms (for sums and products) extensively without comment.
9.2 Proof of Proposition 1
Writing ut = εt + Vtwt,s h o w i n gut is stochastically trendless requires consideration of
kE (ut+s|= t) − E (ut+s)k ≤ kE (εt+s|= t)k + kE (Vt+swt+s|= t) − E (Vt+swt+s)k. (14)
Then





























using Assumption LP and the monotone convergence theorem. The order follows from Assumption LP by
noting that LP.1 implies
P∞
j=0 j1/2 kCjk < ∞ and hence
P∞






j−1/2j1/2 kCjk ≤ s−1/2
∞ X
j=s





This shows the ﬁrst term of (14) converges to zero in probability.













18The selector matrices RV,j, j =1 ,...,m,c a nt h e nb ed e ﬁned so that R0
V,jζt = Vj,t,a l o n gw i t hRη such
that R0





































































































































































































































→ 0f o rj =1 ,...,m, and hence that




9.3 Derivation of Shc
We assume et, νt and ηt are all jointly Gaussian and uncorrelated with each other. We also assume that





,i =1 ,...,k and there
19are no restrictions on Ση, the covariance matrix of ηt. These assumptions are to ensure that the likelihood
is relatively tractable and could be relaxed at the expense of a more complicated derivation. There is no
compelling reason to do so, however, as we eﬀectively treat the approximation to the joint density of the ut
as a pseudo-likelihood and the validity of the asymptotic distribution of the test is not dependent on any
of the simplifying assumptions used in deriving the statistic itself. Deﬁne V =[ν1,...,νT], ν = vec(V)a n d
Σν(λ)= E (νν0)=IT ⊗E (νtν0
t)=IT ⊗diag(λi). Let `(u|ν) be the log-likelihood of u given ν. According
to McCabe and Leybourne (2000), a locally most powerful test of H0
0 against H0
















−1u + const and G(ν)=V0ΣηV ¯ N + σ2
eIT.T h e
constant depends on ν but is not random so that, eﬀectively, it may be ignored it in the construction of
the test. The matrix N is the usual min(i,j)m a t r i xa n d¯ denotes the Hadamard product operator.
It is simple to verify that
Pk
i=1 ∂Σν /∂λi|{λ=0} = ITk.S o ,






























for i =1 ,...,k and since G|{ν=0} = σ2
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It is then easy to show that ∂2G
±
∂v2






















209.4 Proof of Theorems




unnecessary complexity we analyse the regression model without a time trend included, though our results
can be shown to extend to the trend case. We also make repeated use of the following representations:
ˆ ut = ut − (ˆ αk − α) −
³





ˆ bk − b
´0
Xt (16)








(ˆ αk − α),
³
ˆ βk − β
´0¶0
.A l s o
ˆ utˆ ut−k = utut−k −
³














ˆ bk − b
´
= utut−k + zk,t (17)
where the zk,t are deﬁned implicitly. On several occasions we consider terms similar to (17) written in a
more generic notation as





As a preliminary to the main proofs we establish some results on estimating long run variances.
9.4.1 Long Run Variance Estimators
A typical long run variance estimator calculation involves showing that the variance when computed from
a residual, say, has the same distribution as when computed from the true disturbance. The asymptotic
distribution theory is then established using the disturbance expression. For some δ > 0c o n s i d e r
° ° °T−(δ−1){ˆ ω
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Dealing with terms like (19) we use the C-S inequality to get
































































21Typically for zk,t in (17) the linear terms are of the same order and the quadratic is of lower order. This
is demonstrated by showing
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. Based on these inequalities, there now follows a set of lemmata that describe
the behaviour of variance estimators under the various sub-hypotheses of the stochastic cointegration
framework.
Lemma 1 Under H0
0, ˆ ω















Proof of Lemma 1. To deal with ˆ ω
2 (ˆ utˆ ut−k) we use (17) and (18) with δ =1 .S i n c eT1/2DT
³
ˆ bk − b
´
is Op(1) it is clear that the quadratic form in
³
ˆ bk − b
´
is of a lower order than the two linear terms in
³
ˆ bk − b
´
in the expression for zt,k in (17). The linear terms are of the same order. So, by (18) we have
that
° °ˆ ω
2 (ˆ utˆ ut−k) − ˆ ω
2 (etet−k)
° ° is bounded by (19) to (21) with δ =1 .



















where the order of the ﬁrst term is O(l)( A s s u m p t i o nK N . 2 )a n ds i n c eut = et here, the second term is
Op (1), independent of k, by Markov’s inequality and Assumption LP. Now, T−1 PT
t=k+1 z2
k,t,j u s tl i k ezk,t,
has two dominant terms of the same order and the ﬁrst, which is bounded by (23) (δ =1 ) ,i s
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k,t = Op(T−1). (25)
Hence, (19) (δ = 1) is bounded by an Op(lT−1/2) random variable.
Now (20) (δ = 1) is identical in structure to (19) (δ = 1) and therefore a similar approach establishes
that it too is bounded to the same order. The second summation in (21) (δ = 1) is bounded, using C-S,
by means of (25) and so (21) is also bounded by an order Op(lT−1/2)v a r i a b l e .T h u s ,
° °ˆ ω
2 (ˆ utˆ ut−k) − ˆ ω
2 (etet−k)
° ° = Op(lT−1/2)
22and the regression eﬀect is eliminated. Applying Theorem LRV of Harris, Leybourne and McCabe (2003)
(HMLb) (with n =1 ,α =2a n dµ =0 )t h e ns h o w st h a t
ˆ ω




Lemma 2 Under H0
1, T−2ˆ ω










Proof of Lemma 2. Here H0
1 is true so ut = et + ν0
twt. Using (17) and, with δ = 3, (18) to (21)
again,
° °T−2{ˆ ω
2 (ˆ utˆ ut−k) − ˆ ω
2 (etet−k)}



















Now, T −3 PT
t=1 u4
t = T−3 PT
t=1 (v0
twt + et)
4 = Op(1). The dominant term of T−3 PT
t=k+1 z2
k,t, by (23)
(δ =3 ) ,i s
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k,t = Op(T−1). (27)
Hence, (19) (δ =3 )i sb o u n d e db yaOp(lT−1/2) variable. Now, (20) (δ = 3) has exactly the same structure
and so the order is the same. As before (27) shows that (21) (δ =3 )i sOp(lT−1/2). Combining these
results gives
° °T−2{ˆ ω
2 (ˆ utˆ ut−k) − ˆ ω
2 (utut−k)}
° ° = Op(lT−1/2).
The regression eﬀect is therefore removed from the problem.
In ut = v0
twt + et, et is of a lower order of magnitude than v0
twt and hence, in expressions involving
ut, terms containing et are negligible. More formally we may write, in an obvious notation,
utut−k = ν0
twtw0













¢° ° may be bounded by (18) to (21), with δ =1 .N o we a c ho f
these terms may be treated exactly the same way as before to establish that
° °ˆ ω


















0 (W ⊗ W)
0 ΩPP (W ⊗ W) where
ΩPP=(Rν ⊗ Rν)
0 Ω22 (Rν ⊗ Rν),W = R0
ηB1.

























































×(Rv ⊗ Rv)(Rη ⊗ Rη)
0 (St−k−j ⊗ St−j). (28)














can be replaced by its expectation and hence






































0 (Rη ⊗ Rη)(Rv ⊗ Rv)
0 Ω22 (Rv ⊗ Rv)(Rη ⊗ Rη)





0 ΩPP (W ⊗ W).
The convergence of the expression in square brackets to Ω22 follows because it can be shown to be a
















.T h e nΩPP =( Rv ⊗ Rv)
0 Ω22 (Rv ⊗ Rv)b yd e ﬁnition.


















It involves a lengthy sequence of approximants to the LHS above with the limit theory being derived from
























































































The proofs of the approximations (29) to (33) are extremely lengthy and are available from the authors
on request.





























































and qt = q + νt. The details of these approximations are tedious but, brieﬂy, the op (1) term in the
second line above arises from neglecting terms involving et which are clearly dominated by those involving
q0
twt, while the op (1) term in the third line arises from replacing each of wt, wt−j and wt−j−k by wt−k.














0 (wt−k ⊗ wt−k)=Op (l).





into (34) also gives Op (1). Substituting qν0
































The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 and is thus omitted.












































































On substituting ut = et + ν0
twt the asymptotically dominant terms are those arising from ν0
twt. So, on
deﬁning kQkp = E (Qp)
1/p and using Holders inequality,
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25using the fact that kwtkp = const.t1/2 for p ≤ 16 under Assumption LP.4. Similarly,

























































































9.4.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Before we proceed we need a preliminary result on convergence to a stochastic integral.


















0 dP,W ⊗ W,P
¸
where W = R0
ηB1 and P =( Rν ⊗ Rν)0B2.


























The proof proceeds by applying the Beveridge-Nelson decomposition to the ﬁrst term and showing that
the second term is asymptotically negligible. We use the notation



















































to get a martingale approximation, mk,t, a remainder
term rk,t and an over-diﬀerenced factor ∆˜ rk,t. The idea is that the martingale term is dominant and that
the dependence on k is absorbed into its variance. In this way the proof of convergence to a stochastic




















































The ﬁrst result follows directly from Theorem SI of HMLb and the second is established along very similar




tηt = T−3/2 X
w0
t−k[at − Et−k(at)] + T −3/2 X
w0
t−kEt−k(at)
where at = νt−kν0
tηt.T h e ﬁrst term can be shown to disappear on exploiting the properties of the
















0 mk,t + op(1).
Now, since k = o(T), it follows from the FCLT that
















MT,[Ts] + op(1) where MT,[Ts] = T−1/2 P[Ts] mk,t. Thus Theorem SI of HMLb applies and setting BQ ≡
(Rν⊗Rν)
0 B2 = P and U ≡ R0
ηB1 ⊗ R0


















27Part (i) The Null.
(a) This part of the proof deals with the sub-hypothesis that ut is stationary, H0
0.T h e ﬁrst thing
to note are the orders of the regression moments. Under H0
0, ut = et a n df r o mH M L aw eh a v et h a t
ˆ αk − α = Op
¡
T−1/2¢





















are all Op (1). There are three further steps required to ﬁnd the asymptotic distribution of the statistic
b Snc of Theorem 1; a step for each of the numerator, denominator and their ratio.
(a.1) The numerator. Since et = c0εt is a linear combination of a vector linear process, it follows

















(a.2) The denominator. By Lemma 1, ˆ ω




(a.3) The ratio. Since the convergence in (26) is to a constant the continuous mapping theorem
(CMT) combines (37) and (26) to show
b Snc =
T−1/2 PT
t=k+1 b utb ut−k








(b) This part of the proof deals with the heteroscedastic sub-hypothesis of the null, H0
1.A sb e f o r ew e
require the orders of the regression moments and the three steps to deal with the numerator, denominator
and the ratio. Under H0
1, ut = et +ν0



















































T−1/2 (ˆ αk − α)T1/2
³






















Now, substituting ut = et + ν0
















































where W = R0
ηB1 and P =( Rν ⊗ Rν)0B2 and B1 and B2 are independent Brownian motions with
covariance matrices Ω11 and Ω22. The weak convergence follows from Lemma 7. The covariance matrix of
P is ΩPP=(Rν ⊗ Rν)
0 Ω22 (Rν ⊗ Rυ).
(b.2) The denominator. Lemma 2 gives
T−2ˆ ω




















0 ΩPP (W ⊗ W).
Thus
T−2ˆ ω





0 ΩPP (W ⊗ W).





0 ΩPP (W ⊗ W)=0
¶
=0 .
(b.3) The ratio. We now require the distribution of the ratio of T−3/2 PT
t=k+1 ˆ utˆ ut−k to
q
T−2ˆ ω




















0 dP,W ⊗ W,P
¸
29as shown in Lemma 7. Next the mapping theorem, with the above vector as argument and the ratio as the
map, applies to conclude that
T −3/2 PT
t=k+1 ˆ utˆ ut−k q
T−2ˆ ω
2 (ˆ utˆ ut−k)
d →
R 1
0 (W ⊗ W)
0 dP
qR 1
0 (W ⊗ W)
0 ΩPP (W ⊗ W)
(38)











0 ΩPP (W ⊗ W)
¶
(39)
so the distribution in (38) is unconditionally standard normal as required.
Part (ii) The Alternative.
Under H1, ut = et + ν0




ˆ βk − β = Op (1) and, using (17), this implies that ˆ utˆ ut−k is of the same order in probability as utut−k.I t









Now we require a bound for the order of probability of ˆ ω
2 (ˆ utˆ ut−k), which again is the same as the order
of probability of ˆ ω




and hence the distribution of
¯ ¯ ¯b Snc
¯ ¯ ¯
diverges at least as fast as Op(
p
T/l).
9.4.3 Proof of Theorem 2
Part (i) The Null.
Under H0
0, ut = et and from HMLa, we have that ˆ αk −α = Op
¡
T−1/2¢






































t). An application of a CLT shows the right hand side to be asymptotically normal. A
























































dF (s) is normally distributed with



















t − ˆ σ
2
u












and since the limit in (42) is a constant, the CMT with (41) gives the result.
Part (ii) The Alternative.
Under H0
1, ut = et +ν0
twt and from HMLa, ˆ αk −α = Op (1) and ˆ βk −β = Op
¡
T −1/2¢





























































In the denominator, ˆ ω
2 ¡
ˆ u2










a r eo ft h es a m eo r d e r( w h e r eσ2
u = T−1 PT
t=1 u2
t)
and hence, by Lemma 6, the distribution of
¯ ¯ ¯b Shc
¯ ¯ ¯ diverges at least as fast as Op(
p
T/l).
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